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Abstract: Project management planning and assessment are of great significance in project performance activities. Without a realistic and logical plan, it isn’t easy to handle project management
efficiently. This paper presents a wide-ranging comprehensive review of papers on the application
of Machine Learning in software project management. Besides, this paper presents an extensive
literature analysis of (1) machine learning, (2) software project management, and (3) techniques from
three main libraries, Web Science, Science Directs, and IEEE Explore. One-hundred and eleven papers
are divided into four categories in these three repositories. The first category contains research and
survey papers on software project management. The second category includes papers that are based
on machine-learning methods and strategies utilized on projects; the third category encompasses
studies on the phases and tests that are the parameters used in machine-learning management and
the final classes of the results from the study, contribution of studies in the production, and the
promotion of machine-learning project prediction. Our contribution also offers a more comprehensive
perspective and a context that would be important for potential work in project risk management. In
conclusion, we have shown that project risk assessment by machine learning is more successful in
minimizing the loss of the project, thereby increasing the likelihood of the project success, providing
an alternative way to efficiently reduce the project failure probabilities, and increasing the output
ratio for growth, and it also facilitates analysis on software fault prediction based on accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Improving the efficiency and maintaining the sustainability of a software project
are obstacles that are faced by project managers. The probability of project failure is
generally due to the lack of knowledge, skills, resources, and technology during project
implementation [1–3].
The knowledge that is obtained from historical project data sets can be used for
the development of predictive models by either utilizing a mathematical methodology,
including linear regression and study of association or machine learning (ML) approaches,
such as Artificial Network Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Predictive
methods provide a method that is focused on present and historical project evidence to
forecast the project’s future. Different ML algorithms have not yet been studied owing
to a huge number of ML algorithms. According to the literature findings, the reason for
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using automated projects, the issues of the evaluation of the project management, and the
development ML methodology are addressed. The empirical results would be evaluated.
Although project literature describes the success and failure of the project, there are
lengthy debates regarding how project improvements can be measured. The perceptions
of project performance and the assessment of project success vary [4]. Hughes and other
members [5] Project Management Institute (PMI) [6] discern between project success and
project performance variables.
The project progress thresholds are evaluated to measure the success and failure
of a project. Feedback is also taken into consideration for project progress. Historically,
the delivery of the necessary outcomes and the utilization of the selected resources is
distinguished by a successful project under a specific project duration [7]. PMI [6] identifies
initiatives that successfully achieve the stakeholder’s project goals, criteria, and ambitions.
Researchers, such Como Aladwani [8], Cates and Mollaghasemi [9], Parsons [10], and
Rosenfeld [11], describe the effects of the classical objective outcome metrics, such as
project expense (above and below budget), project time (early, on or at late), and the project
outcomes output (with less or better than required properties and functions).
The evaluation of project requirements also contributes to costs, time expenses, unfulfilled goals, or even cancellations of projects, becoming a natural, unwanted project
danger of adverse effects on the reliability of software projects [12]. The requirements for
amending the specifications (in terms of multiple extension, elimination, and modification)
during the software development project are among the principal factors raising problems
for the project [13–16].
Section 2 of this article includes an explanatory analysis on the principles of software
project assessment and computer training technology. This article is further structured, as
follows. Section 3 defines the approach, including the source of material, requirements
for eligibility of research, the Systematic Literature Review (SLR), and the effects of search
results of publications. It also identifies the research questions (RQs) for this research,
with threats to validity pointing out major challenges to the effectiveness of SLRs. The
queries of any object from three website papers were separated into four classes, the literary
taxonomy on software project management utilizing an ML technique. Section 4 addressed
inspiration, difficulties, and recommendations in that research area and a modern approach
to the risk management of software projects. Finally, Section 5 presents the Conclusion.
2. Preliminary Study
In this section, we clarify some concepts of software project estimation and machine
learning technique.
2.1. Software Effort Estimation
The pediction of software development effort and duration is the critical task for
effective Software Project Management (SPM). The accuracy and reliability of prediction
mechanisms are also essential. Having accurate effort assessments, especially at an early
software project phase, may significantly reduce the high risks that are taken during
the development of a software product. Unfortunately, most of the existing estimation
techniques are often substantially wrong, and most of the projects encounter effort overruns.
However, it was found that software project estimation based on ML algorithms can provide
more accurate effort estimation.
2.2. Machine Learning (ML)
The ML is an application of artificial intelligence that provides systems to learn and
improve from experience without being explicitly programmed automatically. In other
words, the primary aim of ML is to allow the computers to learn automatically without
human intervention or help and then adjust actions accordingly. Furthermore, ML enables
the processing of massive volumes of information.
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2.3. Software Project Management Estimation Based on ML
Figure 1 illustrates the procedure of software project management estimation, which
can be summarized, as follows.

Figure 1. Example of Methodology for Developing Software Project Management Estimation.

Step 1. Data Collection: token extraction, word tokens are essential characteristics for
calculating effort in the project. A key part of the project material is defined by Tokens.
As a core component of the estimation model, Unigram language modelling concerning
tokens was used.
Step 2. Feature Extraction: after the extraction of tokens, the project features were
chosen for further analysis: Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) of
each token ’Term Frequency’ is a tool for calculating the sense of a phrase that considers
word frequency and the reverse counts of records, including this word. This is a method of
measuring a word’s meaning.
Step 3. Model Construction: for different classification algorithms, the derived features
are used as inputs to Weka. The following is an overview of how we chose the learning
algorithms: Naïve Bayes: a classification is a probabilistic classification that is focused on
the theorem of Bayes that takes independent features from the classroom. Naïve Bayes,
with its simplicity, fights the high dimensionality of the data with the subjective assertion
of freedom, which can also exceed more complex classification approaches. J48 Decision
tree: Java’s open source C4.5. It is a decision tree-generating algorithm where the tanning
collection is not linearly separable, decision trees suit the training results well. Random
Forest: it is a category classifier that consists of several decision trees and the class outputs,
which are the statistical model of the individual trees output groups.
Step 4. Analysis: the study found the best ML models to outperform and showed
that the project risk calculation using machine learning is more effective in minimizing
the fault of the project, which improves the likelihood of the project answer, providing
an alternative way to efficiently reduce the probabilities and increase the output ratio for
growth.
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3. Methodology
We obtained articles that were related to SPM by searching using two phrases: “Machine
Learning” and “Software project management”. The searches were done on three digital
libraries; (1) Web of Science (WOS), as it caters to multi-disciplinary research articles in
the fields of science, arts, etc., (2) IEEE explore which provides articles that are specialized
in the field of electrical and electronics engineering, and (3) ACM digital library, which
has a comprehensive database that contains scientific articles regarding computing and
information technology.
The significant articles and literature referred by the search outputs were selected and
categorized based on two criteria: (1) use three iterations in the filtering process, which
removes the redundant and duplicated articles, excluding irrelevant articles using the title.
(2) Undertake the initial screening, and the selected papers are following the screen using
the SPM by carefully studying the narrowed search results.
Many searches on the three databases mentioned were done in March 2020 using several keywords (or phrases), such as “machine learning” OR ML OR “artificial intelligence”
OR “classification” OR “clustering” OR “regression” AND “software project management”
OR “SPM” OR “software development” OR “application development” OR “apps” OR
“software” AND “techniques” OR Methods OR implementation OR guide OR algorithm.”
Figure 2 shows a typical query text used. We have excluded the search results, which
are correspondences, letters, book chapters, etc., using the advanced options of search
engines. The exclusions are to obtain the most recent scientific articles and only those of
great importance that enhance the SPM capability. The focus is to include all of the articles
and scientific manuscripts that fulfil all the criteria of this work. Subsequently, they are
then divided into classes, namely: general and coarse-grained. The latter is discussed in
four subsequent sections obtained from the study results, in which the Google scholar
search engine was utilized in defining the direction of the study.

Figure 2. Research Methodology Guideline.
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Figure 2 shows that there were 1291 papers gathered after the queries were performed,
of which, from all the documents, 520 were obtained from WOS, 456 from IEEE, and 315
from ACM digital libraries. All of the selected articles were published between 2009 and
2020. These articles were later divided into three groups; (1) 426 redundant articles, (2)
519 were irrelevant based on the titles and abstracts, and 111 articles fall within the SPM
criteria.
As highlighted earlier, an article is excluded if it does not satisfy the selection criteria,
which are listed below: (1) the English language is not the language used to write the
paper. (2) Techniques and/or methods were the focus of the article. (3) The research
interest in the article is only concentrated on the SPM without Software Development or
Machine Learning.
Moreover, after the second iteration, the articles can still be eliminated if SPM was not
included or: (1) the paper’s contribution does not consider any aspects of machine learning
and project management. (2) The discussion on the paper is only focused on SPM and it
does not discuss any other topic. In this work, articles undergo extensive ML, whereby
the remaining articles are later categorized into categories that look into how to enhance
the SPM.
3.1. Threats to Validity
Other studies have pointed out significant challenges to the effectiveness of SLRs [17,18],
and highlighted trends of using Machine learning algorithms, benchmark data-sets, validation methods, and size metrics for software effort estimation. Four different strategies were
used to minimize the risks that are posed by these TTVs strategically.
Firstly, construct validity: the framework was verified by implementing a manual
and automated sentence search to minimize the calculated SPM data from data collection.
Additionally, the selected articles evaluate the SPM by thoroughly analyzing the reduced
search results.
Secondly, internal validity: the methods that were proposed by [17,18] were used
to solve the internal validity. Additionally to avoid biases during the exhaustive search
for journal articles, a technique that combines two phases of the search was used for a
comprehensive selection approach. All articles of interest were extracted from databases
used for related researches [17–19] and they were subjected to thorough selection processes
that are shown in Figure 2.
Thirdly, external validity: external validity was addressed by integrating ten years
time frame of SPM studies—leading to generalized results. There is a parallel relationship
between the cumulative collection of papers and available papers, which suggests that this
SLR can maintain a generalized report that is consistent with the external validity criteria
of the research.
Lastly, conclusion validity: the conclusion validity was handled using SLR methods
and guidelines applied by researchers from reputable publications, such as [19], which
makes the results possible to reproduce the research chronologies of this SLR with quantifiable and identical results.
3.2. Research Questions
In view of conducting a systematic literature review, the research questions play a
prominent role in deciding the search strategy and analysis. We identified the following
research questions (RQs) for this research:
RQ1. What does the existing research literature reveal about Software Project Management
using machine learning techniques?
RQ2. Can we build better machine learning-based models in terms of accuracy prediction
by applying feature transformation and feature selection to reduce the project failure
probabilities efficiently?
RQ3. What are the existing gaps for prospects of research in the field of Software Project Management?
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RQ4. What are the prediction metrics and their current level of accuracy evidenced by
different estimation techniques?
RQ5. Which machine learning algorithm tends to overestimate and which tends to underestimate?
3.3. Statistical Information of Collects Articles
The outcome of the review is addressed in the form of answers to the research questions.
RQ1. What does the existing research literature reveal about Software Project Management using machine learning techniques?
Figure 3 demonstrates the taxonomy. The records may be categorized into four
fundamental classes. (1) Review and Survey; (2) Case Study; (3) Experimental; and, (4)
Analysis and Architecture. The first class of research and questionnaire materials outlines
the ML approaches and strategies employed in SPM to accomplish their objectives and
address concerns. The second category discusses the effects, triggers, countermeasures,
conditions, and proposes technologies for improved efficacy control. The third category
presents the effects of a methodology used to classify multiple variables, which can affect
different aspects of the method or the product as it is produced. The fourth category
incorporates structures, methods, and expertise for a mission.

Figure 3. A number of included articles in different categories according to publication journals.

Figure 3 presents the statistics of the different categories above for the articles that
are related to SPM. In the figure, the 111 articles from the three databases are divided into
review and surveys (10), Case Study (12), Develop and Design (59), and those that describe
the Experimental study (30).
Figure 4 presents the rapid number of publications based on the fields and region in
which the study and studies are developed in SPM. The findings were split into 10 of the
111 papers, 12 of the 111 are relevant publications on ML methods of case analysis and
SPM strategies, and 30 of the 111 articles, systematic steps and experimental criteria for
the project management review ML-Software. The final groups of scientific contributions
and outcomes in ML-SPM research design and growth, 59 of 111 articles. The figure even
demonstrates the mathematical study of the multiple groups.
Figure 4, on the other side, includes papers that are dependent on the year of publishing and displays the science classified articles between 2009 and 2020. In 2009, only
eight papers were written, and 49 were published, from 2010 to 2015. In comparison, for
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2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020, respectively, 15, 16, 11, seven, and five papers have been
written. Primary sources of analysis based on ML-SPM research were included, and its
general guidelines were evaluated.
We found several trends and produced a taxonomy, as shown in Figure 5. We also
distinguished many subcategories, but several main areas have been observed. We noticed
some themes from the literature and rendered a taxonomy, as seen in Figure 5. While
specific fields were overlapping, we established multiple subcategories.

Figure 4. Published articles in between 2005 and 2020.

Figure 5. Taxonomy of literature on the Software Project Risk Assessment Using Machine Learning Technique.

3.4. Review and Survey Articles
The analysis and research documentation outlined the latest perception of ML technologies in SPM preparation and evaluation and the application of ML algorithms.
3.4.1. Studies Conducted on Machine Learning and Their Use in SPM
This segment discusses and uses the ML processes. These papers were broken into
multiple subjects and implementations. Selected studies have been grouped into large
groups, being focused on the ML methods of production techniques. There were three
subcategories for the six publications in this group, respectively.
This sub-cluster was conducted on K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm (KNN). In [20], the
observations, metrics, data sets, calculation measures, ML challenges, various models of
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forecasts, and ensemble models used in the region of the maintenance prediction were evaluated and analyzed. Another [21] has shown growing concern for ML technologies, with
KNN for the management of missing values in information engineering data structures.
Other classification studies were conducted on Regression. The paper [19] identified
the volatility prevision methods and predictors and the classification criteria. The characteristics that were used as indicators of literature volatility parameters and forecasting
techniques used for boosting the precision of the volatility of prevision requirements have
been established. Specifications with volatility are critical for software programs, since
they lead directly to costs and overrun period. In [22], the SLR was suggested to help
a formal mechanism of repeatable findings. The study cannot settle the precise application by the organization of a data set, like other data sets. Another [18] addressed the
usage of the ML methods for calculating the program effort. The systemic study showed
that ML approaches, size scales, comparative data sets, assessment procedures, etc., were
influential.
One article on the Fuzzy Logic Studies [23] investigated the use of ML methods to test
program effort. Additionally, he outlined a number of software work, expense assessments
of systems-functioning methods, and the main conclusions were that there should no other
methodologies be preferred by process and model.
3.4.2. Other Methods
This segment discusses and utilizes the other approaches. These papers were grouped
into different subjects and implementations; listed works are grouped into a particular
logical model group.
The author of [24] used the evaluation of financial returns on investment (ROI) network
infrastructure . A commodity that does not generate a ’sale’ benefit is difficult when
implementing a ROI financial principle, as seen in the purchasing or sale of inventories
in most academic environments. The paper [17] analyzes recent program maintenance
research extensively. The study results showed that the use in maintenance forecasting
of ML algorithms has increased since 2005. The problems were categorized according
to Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOC) fields of expertise and they were
also analyzed [25,26]. The problems were examined by using artificial intelligence tools
and obstacles in agile PM. The contribution was related to the expected need to develop
modern PM models and IT techniques that integrate ML-based methods with the treatment
of inaccuracy, vagueness, or ambiguity with crucial performance indicators being correlated
with critical areas of expertise.
3.5. Experimental Studies
This section classifies technologies that execute standard measurement tests and
experimental parameters that are used in the ML-SPM analysis. These articles are split into
different subjects and implementations.
RQ2. Can we build better machine learning-based models in terms of accuracy
prediction by applying feature transformation and feature selection to reduce the project
failure probabilities efficiently?
3.5.1. Studies Conducted on Machine Learning Methods
Based on the ML approaches of production methodology, the chosen articles were
categorized into vast groups. The 27 publications were organised into seven subcategories
in the following group. This segment includes 15 papers that are used for SPM with
various ML algorithms. Table 1 contrasts the current ML, Definition, Domain, and other
core aspects of established experimentally.
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Table 1. Studies of Existing Experimental Studies.
Ref

Feature
Extraction

Limitation of Old
System

Limitation of the
New System

Non

Limited success for
tracing regulatory codes
due to the disparity in
terminology that can
exist between the codes
and product
level requirements

Applied the data
mining to a more
fine-grained model
of the HIPAA
regulatory codes
showing
specific rights

Non

Full machine analytics,
software analysis, ML,
data processing and
knowledge
visualization

Expertise to design
and implement
scalable data
processing tools
and learning tools

Non

Plan and commodity
historical indicators
depending on the
learning method

Availability of
granular data
regarding project
and product
characteristics

Non

Creation of a waterfall
concept about a decade
ago

Extended to
generate data on
individual and
team contribution,
which can be
helpful for
management

Software
development
effort
estimation

Token
Extraction

There is no framework
for agile growth which
is the most suitable

Larger data sets
and functions in
this experiment do
not included

Software effort
estimation

Dataset
figures
include the
number of
ventures and
the number of
characteristics

It has been seen to be
sufficient in any case

The goal was to
evaluate the effect
of the number of
participants of the
ensemble

CollabCrew
ETL

Built primarily to
tackle the software
issue

Results of this
research are a
benefit to the
real-time
framework and
provide insight into
the efficiency,
Precision and level
of reliability

Feature based
approaches

Data lter strategy
significantly improves
the efficiency of
cross-project defect
prediction and the
hierarchical chosen
method suggested
significantly improves
the performance

Find another
classifier for the
model building
other than NB or
SVM

Type of ML

Description

SVM

Evaluated two ML
approaches to boost
track consistency
between regulatory
codes and
specifications at the
commodity level

Security, and
privacy in
healthcare
domain

Several type
of ML

Argued that
information analytics
apply computational
technologies

Broad spectrum
of field
experience and
awareness

Several type
of ML

Develop machine
assessment,
maximize the usage
of capital

Effort and
duration
estimation

[30]

Several type
of ML

Demonstrates a novel
solution to address
this omnipresent
dilemma through a
modern synthesis of
digitization and ML

Project
evaluation,
team pace and
time estimation

[31]

Several type
of ML

Complementing
Agile manual
planning poker

Several type
of ML

Many solo strategies
to forecast the
software
development effort
were suggested
System

Several type
of ML

The goal was to reach
a solution by
implementing a
smart device that
assigns team
members creatively
to a specific mission

[27]

[28]

[29]

[32]

[33]

[34]

NB and
SVM

Provided an
extensive comparison
of well-known data
lters

Domain

Software
Project
Management

Cross-project
defect
prediction
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Table 1. Cont.
Ref

[35]

[36]

[37]

[38]

[39]

[40]

[41]

Type of ML

Several type
of ML

RF,
Multilayer
Perceptron
and SVM

Description

Give an active online
adaptation model
solution to ACONA,
which adapts a pool
of categories
dynamically to
different projects

Purpose of predicting
the effort

DT, FL

In certain instances, it
provides reasonably
reliable figures

SVM

The externalised
development project
is one of the key
approaches to build
software that has a
large rate of failure.
Smart risk prediction
model can assist in
the timing of
high-risk projects

SVM

Investigates the
impact of noisy
domains on eight ML
accuracy and the
recognition
algorithms for
statistical trends

K-Means

Used a particular
information
engineering design
strategy to identify
faulty software

DT

Software Effort
Estimation is the
most crucial task in
software engineering
and PM

Domain

Software
development
process
management;
Risk
Management

Software
project effort

Software cost
estimation

Software
project

Feature
Extraction

Limitation of Old
System

Limitation of the
New System

Using well-trained
classifications to render
good forecasts for the
current project with
streaming data on vast
historical data from
other projects

Attains improved
outcomes with less
concerns regarding
the actual CI scheme,
which reveals that
ACONA can
dramatically
minimise CI costs
more than
current methods

Non-linear
features

Accurate estimations of
software project effort

Incorporating other
ML models like
treeboost like
XBoost etc. and
validating with
other
diverse datasets

Feature
subsets from
ISBSG

Built exact and useful
models are constrained
in fact even though they
give tech stakeholders
considerable
financial benefits

Models in an area
of actual growth

Selected 25
risk factors

Existing models are
focused primarily on
the premise that all
costs of
misclassification are
equivalent, which does
not correlate to the fact
that risk prediction
exists in the software
project region

Applies stronger
classifiers to
improve the
prediction accuracy
of outsourced
software project
risk

Extended by
considering a more
detailed simulation
study using much
more balanced types
of datasets required
to understand the
merits of STOCHS,
especially
larger datasets

Non

Software effort
prediction

Randomly
selected
feature

Solutions for the
problem of noisy
domains in software
effort prediction from a
probabilistic point of
view

Global Software
Development

Feature
Subset
Selection

To promote PM
software decisions by
data mining and
produce practical
results

Investigation and
comparison with
other methods for
data mining

Non

Given a comparison of
ML algorithms to
estimate effort in
varying sized software

Augmented by
applying other ML
algorithms and
validating with
other diversified
datasets

Software Effort
Estimation
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Table 1. Cont.
Ref

[42]

[43]

[44]

[45]

[46]

[47]

[48]

Type of ML

Description

kNN, DT,
and LDA

Intelligent approach
to predict software
fault based on a
Binary Moth Flame
Optimization with
Adaptive synthetic
sampling was
introduced

Neural
network

ML was named the
general neural
network regression
for the efficiency
forecast in practices
of apps

ANN, SVM

Several ML
algorithms to predict
the software duration

Decisiontree

Proposed evolving
decisions through an
evolutionary
algorithm and the
corresponding tree
for the prediction of
device
maintenance effort

Decision
tree

A tool proposed to
boost predictive
performance of
program effort

k-NN

To explore how
parameters are more
adaptive to their
parameters and how
often the output of
MLs in SEE may be
influenced

Regression
Trees

Cross-company (CC)
machine effort
calculation (WC)
details aim to
explicitly utilize CC
knowledge or models
to predict in WC
situations CC data or
model data

Domain

Feature
Extraction

Limitation of Old
System

Limitation of the
New System

Software fault
prediction (SFP)

Frequency of
selecting each
feature from
all datasets
using the
EBMFOV3

Improved the
performance of all
classifiers after solving
imbalanced problems

Studied the
importance of
features to enhance
the performance of
classifiers and SFP
model accuracy

Non

Developers and
managers refer to tech
professionals’ output,
which is typically
calculated as the
size/time ratio

The usage of a radial
base feature neural
network to forecast
practitioners and
developer teams’
efficiency

Non

Evaluated the
algorithms according
to their correlation
coefficient

Prediction operates
according to
current/past project
details will estimate
the potential work
and length of
the project

Non

Usage of HEAD-DT to
create a judgement
treaties-based
algorithm that adapts
to the maintenance of
data Application

Effectiveness of
hyperheuristics in
evaluating other
primary software
indicators, data
creation in private
and public software

Fourdimensional
feature

Beginnings of better
understanding and
utilizing
decision-making bodies
as the part classification
of ensemble
imputation methods

Incomplete data
and machine
estimation
theoretical and
observational
analysis

Systemic tests on three
data sets were
conducted with five
ML in multiple
parameter settings

Investigating
additional ML and
data sets; other
forms of action-size,
including
non-parametric
ones; and additional
window sizes for
online learning
assessment

Software
practitioners

SPM

Software effort
prediction

Software
prediction

Software effort
estimation

Software Effort
Estimation

Non

Number of
ventures with
each
characteristic

Dycom’s sensitivity
This system will not
to parameter
only use far less WC
values, simple
knowledge than a
pupils, inputs and
comparable WC model,
separating CC
but also produce an
ventures into
equivalent/better output
separate parts
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Table 1. Cont.
Ref

[49]

[50]

[51]

[52]

Limitation of Old
System

Limitation of the
New System

Software effort
estimation

Account
specific
features of
SEE

It has shown that RVM
is an outstanding
indicator of SEE and
requires more analysis
and usage

Using the
automated validity
evaluation of RVM,
three unique case
cases were
established and the
advice on whether
the effort needed
was suggested

SVM

The right calculation
of effort helps
determine which
challenges to be
corrected or solved in
the next round

Effort
Estimation

Computed
characteristics on the
criteria for the
classification
task
dependent on
the initial
attributes

The development
features have been
used to construct
statistical models that
analyze story points for
open source projects

Predictions can be
enhanced by taking
into consideration
new features
relevant to human
development
characteristics

ANN

Calibration methods
depend on linear
adjustment forms
except ANN based
non-linear
adjustment

Software
development
effort
estimation

Nonnormality and
categorical
features of
different
datasets

Considered as a base
method for the
software development
effort estimation

Extension to this
study, there are
other options for the
kernel function in
LS-SVM other than
radial basis function

Software Effort
Estimation

Different
features can
be used to
describe
training
projects for
clustering 1Productivity,
2- Size effort,
3- All project
input and
output
attributes

Clustering Dycom with
K-Means will help
separate the CC
programs, producing
good or better
predictive efficiency
than Dycom

Clustering
processes, simple
learners, input
project attributes,
clustering project
functions,
parameter values

Type of ML

SVM

K-Means

Description

Systematic studies
indicate that RVM is
very successful in
contrast to advanced
SEE approaches

Clustering
approaches are
generalized to be
used to construct CC
subsets. Three
separate methods of
clustering are
researched

Domain

Feature
Extraction

3.5.2. Studies Conducted on Other Methods
This segment discusses and it does not extend the system of ML; the chosen works are
divided into such groups, including models or techniques. These papers in the groups identify
various guidelines with parameters included in the assessment according to their analysis.
First Model, Logic Mode. The emphasis of [53] was on enhancing quality attributes,
like faults, months, and tension. Parametric model proponents contend that domainindependent models may be adapted to local data. The authors of [54] recommended
integrating reference + visualization into enhancements to the project.
Second Model, Parametric Model. The authors of [55] explored the advantages of cost
miscalculation methods when developing templates for predictive software failures that
utilize mutual repository project information. In this situation, figure out that cost-sensitive
schooling does not have points that outweigh the cost-insensitive classifiers.
Third Model, Decision-Theoretic Optimization Techniques. In [56], decision-theoretic
optimization techniques were presented that can select the best parameters for a range
of workflows. The initial experiments show that optimized workflows are significantly
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more economical than manually set parameters. They argue that Artificial Intelligence
(AI) methods, such as ML, decision-theory, and optimization, can solve these problems,
facilitating the rapid construction of effective crowd-sourced workflows.
3.6. Case Study
This third section analyzes a project, campaign, or company that identifies a situation, recommended solutions, implementation actions, and identify those factors that
contributed to failure or success on SPM development techniques using the ML technique.
Articles in this section focus on ML methods, and selected works were classified into
broad categories, depending on the ML methods in SPM development techniques. The
seven articles in this category were divided into three subcategories.
This segment includes five ML papers utilizing many SPM algorithms. Based on the
ML approaches of software development methodology, the work is divided into broad
groups. The articles [57,58] focused on improving the predictability of estimation and
allocation of effort required for accommodating various client, project management, and
development issues. By way of remedy, the need to address these issues of reporting
protocols and expertise and ensure blind analysis is routine will be argued. Others [59,60]
proposed a methodology for evaluating stakeholders’ perspectives, isolating sector topics, and building profiles that reflect the preferences of stakeholders across all subjects.
Additionally, software’s computing and predictive regression techniques were contrasted.
The articles in this category studies on Bayesian Networks Algorithm. In [61], a
solution for value estimation is provided employing a combination of qualitative and
ML solutions where a probabilistic model encompassing the knowledge from different
stakeholders will be used to predict the overall value of a given decision relating to
product management and development. The authors of [62] implemented a model that
automatically identifies the relationship between risk factors and mitigation through an
intelligent decision support system (DSS). The suggested methodology covers the widely
cited current risk management limits, such as a lack of uniform DSS and the link between
software risks and mitigation.
The articles in this category were conducted on the Fuzzy algorithm. The articles [63,64] introduced a fuzzy mathematics method into parametric modelling of risk
influence diagram to solve severe problem that the probabilities of important events are
not easy to obtain. The work describes the relationship of different influence factors in
the risk management process of IT projects by establishing the topology structure of risk
factors. The findings are contrasted with various assessment parameters.
Studies Conducted on Other Methods
This section reviews the other methods used. These articles were divided into various
topics and applications. They are three articles in this category.
The first model, conducted on product lifecycle management (PLM). The authors
of [65] presented PLM. The method builds a layer of functionality to allow for the next iteration of PLM around an established PLM network. This new PLM will then be integrated
into a digital plant automation ecosystem using the case study of Ford Powertrain.
The second model, conducted on a recommendation algorithm. A new software algorithm is suggested by [66]. First, add a bug-based feature and a specific screening mechanism
to validate the applicant fixer, build a network of multi-developer commits by taking a range
of comments and promises, position them in the ranking, and then determine the most
suitable bug fixer. The outcome indicates that the solution successfully executes the error
triage function.
Third Model, Logic Model. Two articles [67,68] used an actual case study in a distributed domain and applied agile testing to a selected team, comparing their outcome with
another three groups to determine the impact of involving a client in a testing process to
overcome distributed development challenges. However, the group applying agile testing
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verified more than 99% of all requests entered into the testing process, a notable difference
supporting the productivity of any development project.
3.7. Develop and Design
Fifty-nine papers; is the study of a scheme, structure type, or architectural model to
satisfy the requirements of the stage, where the research results on PMS are produced to be
addressed and the methodology used by ML.
3.7.1. Studies Conducted on Machine Learning Methods
Selected works were classified into broad categories depending on the ML methods in
SPM. The forty-three articles in this category were divided into nine subcategories.
This portion includes fifteen ML process papers that used various SPM algorithms.
Based on the methodology of ML in software production, selected works are grouped into
large categories.
Applications from the field of SPM were evaluated by the first category of papers [69–73]:
behaviours are classified as working and pertinence. It indicated a multi-target learning
problem in designing the model for estimating the system effort. This helps to understand
the compromise between various performance metrics by creating SEE models that were
simultaneously automated by several objective evolutionary algorithms. Naïve Bayes,
Logistic Regression, and Random Forests are the strategies that are used in this analysis.
Two articles [74,75] introduced an automated ML-based method of estimating software
effort based on task text. An ANN is used to simplify effort estimating functions. Evaluating
software SPM from a software company obtains results that exceed the literature involved,
and a system that promises to be much easier to integrate into any software SPM tool that
stores textual task descriptions relies primarily on textual descriptions of tasks that, unlike
various other methods, are nearly always available.
In [76], the authors showed the result of a reflection on applied data mining work social
metrics, effort estimation, test case generation, and others. The results of that unofficial
analysis were then formalized and systematized into the seven principles and a dozen
other tips. The aim is to describe approaches to successful industrial data mining outcomes,
but hasten to add that some of these principles may be true for academic data mining.
Research on [77–79] has more correctly established a new hybrid model. The model
is ideal, even for a wider variety of activities, since it is usable in one database. Two ML
algorithms, ANN and SVM, check the performance of our model. The experiments show a
more robust version of our SVM danger forecasting model.
Others [80–82] have often included flippant explanations for discussing situation
ambiguity and linguistic considerations to improve the technical reaction to project risk
management methods. The current policy is applied to help electricity mitigation and
investment. The project’s dedication is calculated, and the performance of the planned
method is analyzed based on parameters, such as the correct number, mean absolute
mistake, source, and relative absolute mistake.
The authors of [83–85] presented a test framework of the source code metrics and
chose the best metric set for the model’s performance. The cost estimation method is used
to test the predictive failure models. The goal was also to resolve these limitations by
closing the distance between the revised test outcomes and the potential implementation
in the activity of efficient ML algae in the initial project growth initiative life cycle.
Others [86–88] proposed that software models selection system be used by project
manages to pick the software process model that is ideally fit for a current project at an
early stage of development by utilizing historical software engineering proof. Reflect on the
dimension of automated methods and articulate the problem as a sequence classification
challenge that has been solved by implementing ML algorithms. The authors of [89] provide
an architecture that develops automated failure analysis models using ML classification
algorithms to test outcomes from the different techniques for Firefox and Netbeans. They
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how that automated prediction models are more efficient in approximating these two
parameters more realistically than a variety of baselines for specific loss modes and projects.
This section describes articles that used Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Two articles [90,91] on the establishment of ML risk stimulator systems offer the most appropriate
risk incentives on requirements, scenarios, and taxonomy tags for the creation of a software
project. The study should be viewed independently of any of these taxonomies, since the
taxonomies are independent of the danger causes. The authors of [92,93], regarding the
application of a software development team’s ANN-driven and optimized programs to
recognize capacity gaps and prepare the planning and scheduling of SPM skills, facilitate
the predicting and anticipation of talent demands based on applied intelligence technologies, articulating staff development resources and techniques. One of the key aims of [94]
is to help forecast SCE by utilizing the current ANN learning process. The effects are root
average and median proportional magnitude of the error.
Another classification studies Support Vector Machine (SVM). Two papers clarify the
work of project gating systems and their usage to clean the building line, the primary category for the CI systems [95,96]. Three heuristics for handling submissions are suggested
and checked for the Gating system. I t is displayed that this results from utilizing a high
success rate screening and continuous monitoring at a low level. This outcome is strong.
The third and final heuristic appraisal tests ML leverage for selection optimization. Others [97–100] have developed the Less Square project risk evaluation model (LS-SVM). The
simulation shows that the anticipated SVM outcome is successful. The LS-SVM approach
was used to analyze the risk assessment model of the project. The expert risk assessment
data are used to train the established LS-SVM regression model for the mapping relationship between danger and characteristics. The findings also show the strong precision and
generalization of the LS-SVM model. The last paper [101] suggested that steps should be
analyzed and graded by SVM learning methods at runtime. It has defined the mechanism
that is indicated by choosing metrics from the existing schedule or reorienting the software
of measurements, strengthening calculation programs with the metrics of versatility.
Articles in this section describe Random Forest. Two papers [102,103] have developed
an extremely reliable prediction model. In the ongoing software creation phase and research
initiative, the approach mentioned in a practice journal shall involve defect prediction.
Compare and reexamine the teaching outcomes with the most accurate fault predictor in
the sector in multiple classifications, including the NB, DT, or RF. One [104] complete team
activity appraisal results, which involves over 40 objective and observable steps that were
taken by student groups collaborating on class initiatives; also, the ML framework uses RF
algorithm to forecast teammates’ behaviours and team outcomes.
Only one article was conducted on the Bayesian network. One [105] used numerous
databases to gather metrics that were taken from the design specifications for three separate
NASA programs, built for the instruments for the Spacecraft, a real-time ground prediction
framework and flight satellite applications. Explore the use in requirement engineering of
BN, focusing specifically on identifying and evaluating the risky requirements.
Two articles are conducted on K-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN). The proposed model
shown in [106] presents project managers with various places to select the best global manufacturing sites for individual tasks. The proposed job allocation model is also evaluated
and checked for other approaches. There is a second [107] hybrid algorithm that combines
optimization of COA-Cuckoo and KNN algorithms. The findings suggest that the projected
expense is more reliable.
Another two classification articles are conducted on Decision Trees. In [108], a discrete
variable was proposed, and a classification model algorithm was introduced. The findings
demonstrate that the statistically elaborate policy trees surpass the evolutionarily conditioned and the standard logistical regression. A second [109] analyzes the homogeneity
of cost data in the device domains and focuses on the embedding sense. Equatinf crossdomain data models with the domain data model creates three experimental installations.
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One paper that was conducted on Genetic algorithm [110] suggested that a NN be
used to create a list of experts organized for each criterion. A combination of semiautomatic
discharge planning approaches and semi-automatic position assignment has also been
implemented. The cumulative outcome is an iteration schedule for the details that the
creator operates on.
One paper was conducted on Deep Learning. In [111], there were two reliable deep
learning architectures: highway network and long-range memory. The prediction framework involves end-to-end training from rudimentary input data to forecast effects without
manual function engineering. The analytical review reveals that the mean absoluteity,
median absoluteness, and uniform precision of three criteria baselines and six alternatives
are reliably outperformed.
3.7.2. Studies Conducted on Other Methods
This section reviews the other methods and how it is used. These articles were divided
into various topics and applications.
First Model, Software Process Models. Two papers [112,113] explored research collaboration research in agile programs. The samples help to identify the conflicts above,
including short-term alternatives to short-term adjustments and settle interest disputes
using Agile techniques. Two papers [114,115] clarified the compilation of suggestions, the
evaluation of the chosen features, and the implementation of an ML kit for the statistical
sense of the R. Additionally, explain how data mining techniques can be used to construct
a cost loss prediction classification model. The proposed model gathers data from a few
project parameters and classifies a project into one of three classes. One paper [116] has
proposed a software project risk evaluation approach that uses credits to measure the
impacts of risk factors to fix imprecise opinions and inconsistencies among experts. The
inference of the credal network contributed to a risk prediction and diagnosis.
In [117], the importance of agile methods and advanced systems, like IoT, Fog, and the
cloud is addressed. Therefore, software integrating a design and risk mitigation structure
was proposed to better pursue this purpose. ML innovations, which proves to be more
favourable to a continuous mode for current steps in business risk evaluation and are
implemented with IoT, are also included in the proposed framework. The authors of [118]
systematically offer an integrated robust quantile system of risk management that focuses
on the partnership between the project size and the engagement of risky decision-makers.
The approach is shown in an actual project database through an analytical application.
Second model, Fuzzy Logic Controller. In two to six stages of the software effort
estimation, two papers [119,120] suggested an increase in the efficiency of fluent, logical
controllers by improving case-based fuel controls with a minimum size on the control basis.
The result is the fluid logic controller cascade. The rules for models that are generated by
the subtractive clustering allow a further reduction.
Third Model, Strategic release planning (SRP). The authors of [121] found that the
software used as a plug-in for frequently used production frameworks helps to improve
the process performance. SRP is a crucial phase in the creation of iterative applications. In
the form of hard and soft constraints, such as time, commitment, consistency, and money,
SRP includes assigning features or conditions to release.
Fourth Model, Maturity Model. In [122], massive unstructured data, which have been
developed under the Digital Competency Maturity Model (DCMM) framework through a
detailed analysis of the aim, management processes, or influencing factors of this project.
The comparison of related data storage skills is projected to have a favourable impact. An
established methodology for performance enhancement and the gold standard for program
and device creation was built for over 20 years.
Fifth Model, Forward Sequential Weighting. The authors of [123] developed and
evaluated efficient algorithms to generalize feature subset selection into a practical feature
weighting approach. The algorithm improves the accuracy further, since not all of the
features contribute equally in solving the problem to assign a weight to elements to improve
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the estimation accuracy. Subsequently, perform experiments that are based on repeated
measures design on real-world datasets to evaluate these algorithms.
Sixth Model, Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) Estimation Model. The authors of [124]
proposed that the CBR clustering systems (CBR-Cs) could be established to provide an
accurate cost estimation. The CBR-C approach aims to quantify errors and time and
to allow managers to understand evaluation processes easily. The study reveals that
the proposed CBR-C approach provides a comprehensive software project-design cost
estimation structure.
Seventh Model, Earth-Moon model. The authors of [125] presented a risk management
model for Earth Moon projects, which considered the characteristics of software creation
in compliance with the implemented theory of the software life cycle project. The main
developments that are used in the current paradigm are often analyzed and solved.
Eighth Model, Cross-Project Defect Prediction. In [126], the data simplification effects
were described and quantified. Experiments have been conducted and they have been contrasted with, and without, the predictive ability of CPDP. A method for data simplification
was introduced using the adaptive learning method for user interaction calculations.
Ninth Model, Treeboost (Stochastic Gradient Boosting). Treeboost’s scale, efficiency, and
sophistication are the inputs for the model, according to one report [127]. The Treeboost model
was tested using four output criteria: MMRE, PRED, MdMRE, and MSE against the multi-linear
regression model and the case point model, and it was established as a multi-linear regression
model. The Treeboost model can be used for quantifying software output commitment.
4. Discussion
This research explores the essential studies in state-of-the-art project management utilizing ML technology. The goal of this analysis is to emphasize research patterns in this area.
This research is not current and it would not cover implementation, but the literature itself.
This study is different from previous estimates. The accompanying literature as taxonomy
is suggested. In a research field, creating a literature taxonomy may have several benefits, a
shifting one. On the one hand, the taxonomy of literary works is commonly publicized.
RQ3. What are the existing gaps for prospects of research in the field of Software
Project Management?
A new investigator who is researching a software project assessment may be overwhelmed by the broad range of documentation in this sector, the absence of a certain
kind of framework, and a review of this field—numerous articles on the issue address
emerging trends in project management. Certain studies have established ML models and
implementations today.
A literature taxonomy helps to organize these diverse works and incidents significantly, being usable and consistent. On the other hand, the methodology for taxonomy
gives researchers useful insights into the topic. Next, it describes the future areas for study.
The taxonomy in the current analysis of software evaluation indicates, for instance, that researchers appear to recommend a path to be taken in this sector to involve mechanisms for
program development and operation. The usage and implementation of ML technologies,
including the latest project evaluation, are also covered.
Secondly, a taxonomy can classify study deficiencies. The mapping of the literature
illustrates a poor and strong study coverage into project review proposals in various
categories. For instance, the taxonomy shows the value of review and assessment of
groups of individual claims at the expense of consolidated methods and structures and
growth activities (being expressed in the abundance of their categories). The taxonomy also
showed the absence of research on the development of project reviews after an adequate
inquiry. The literature is essential to research. Studies in this sector are aimed at improving
and exchanging ML.
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Statistical analysis on individual divisions of taxonomy classify industries participating in the ML methodology to contend with emerging developments and improve dormant
fields. This study offers a taxonomy in which scholars may collaborate and analyze new
technologies, such as developments, comparative studies, and project appraisal utilizing
ML technology, being analogous to taxonomies in other fields. The analysis illustrates three
parts of the literature: the factors behind the emergence of automated project management
using ML technologies, the challenges to the successful use of those methods, and the
recommendations for overcoming these problems.
4.1. Motivations
The advantages of using the project management ML platform are transparent and
convincing. This section discusses some of the advantages in literature, being classified
according to unique advantages. The appropriate sources are cited for further discussion (see
Figure 6).

Figure 6. Benefits of Using Software Project Assessment.

4.1.1. Benefits Related to Prediction Cost Evaluation Model
The method was used to test the source code metrics and the right metrics to improve
the fault-predicting model performance. The cost estimation method is used to test the
predictive fault model. The preliminary results are [128]: (1) several approaches for voting
overshadowed by other methods; (2) the source code mechanism metrics selected to use
proposed device source metrics, which are helpful in software projects with percentages of
error classes below the recommended threshold value, as compared to all other methods;
and, (3) failure prediction approach.
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4.1.2. Benefits Related to The Risk Management
Different activities of software planning may be divided into two effective practices,
namely engagement appraisal and risk reduction [129]. The cost estimate of software
effort is dependent on many cost considerations, and risk control requires the detection,
treatment, and removal of software risk before unexpected results [130]. The projected
commitment to software growth determines efforts. A risk appraisal, the main activity
in the project’s planning phase [131], is a critical element in evaluating the success of the
software development project. However, human judgement and experience are essential in
the success of risk management activities in traditional risk-reduction methods, and risk
assessments are considered to be unnecessary and costly for the software project [132].
4.1.3. Benefits Related to Global Software Development (GSD)
The increased use of the GSD to minimize manufacturing costs and be open to an
extensive package of professional analysi is another critical advancement in the market.
GSD ventures frequently pose significant challenges, but they are becoming more popular. These involve connectivity concerns between the delivering project participants,
problems in forming acceptable community contacts, cultural difficulties, and obstacles
in the management and organization of work in the implementation projects. In short,
intensive teamwork in the production of the software remains difficult in a distributed
environment [131]. Being centred on face-to-face communication, which is demanding and
complex to handle GSD contexts, some agile approaches seem challenging to integrate
from the first attempt.
4.1.4. Benefits Related to Expert-Based Measures
The predictor utilizes its experience to forecast the work of ventures, such as experts.
The skill of the estimator depends on the issue and his experience of similar and conventional undertakings. The centred model would benefit significantly if the limited number
of steps required the expert measurements to be removed. It should not be overlooked the
position of expert behaviour. The assessment concept built without professional measures
does even worse than the consistency model and quality assurance approach used to
prevent assessments that need specialist research—the evaluation model research presents
many limitations in collecting the predictive measures for potential work. The potential
drawbacks may be the number of specific tools available to assess behaviour, consistency,
and adherence to the application of a system or measuring accuracy [132].
4.2. Challenges
Although computer training techniques that are used in SPM evaluation offer several
advantages, such technologies are not considered to be the ideal solution for evolving
projects [133]. The surveys indicate that the researchers are interested in assessing projects
and their use of ML strategies. The main obstacles in the implementation of ML techniques
are listed below, in addition to additional subjects. The difficulties are defined (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Software Project Assessment Using Machine Learning Challenges.

4.2.1. Concerns on Estimation Results Using ML
The analysis uncovered more questions regarding real-life data sets that lack fundamental software development approaches and need other accurate metrics that can be used
to calculate the effort. Various evaluation approaches are required to verify the findings of
program effort predictions in more research. Cross-validations, the Jacknife approach, and
the Iterative method are mainly validated. In addition, study trends have shown that calculating methods need to be examined and augmented. In addition, real-life data sets may
also research size metrics and other ML methods, including regression trees. The public
service portal belongs to creative initiatives on manufacturing knowledge. Development
procedures must be updated more often by our project team, and engineers cannot monitor
the development platform and infrastructure that has a higher effect on product efficiency.
Software Project Assessment Using Machine Learning Challenges.
4.2.2. Concerns on Implementing the Risk Assessment
Concerns on the risk assessment implementation: when the project starts. First, we
need to define the project threats and risk factors and establish the main risk terms, i.e.,
risk demand shifts, the danger of infrastructure, coordination of personnel, and device
protection approaches, etc. The risk evaluation network, coupled with the expertise of
experts, is focused on the current cases to create the risk case learning process. In light of
the two systems that have obtained the highest success results, it was also necessary to
evaluate the degree of risk of one condition that the costs of revising its level of risk became
the most appropriate framework for the Bayesian classification. It is recommended in this
field, since, for other techniques, like ML, it provides improved estimation results [12].
There is comparatively more definite proof of higher precision, as data are extracted from a
single entity dataset into various homogeneous categories, depending on the enterprise or
sector. The accuracy of effort estimates was increased through stratification [134–136].
4.2.3. Concerns on Recommend Practitioners Need
Be careful regarding the kind of calculation methods that are used and the sort of
data sets they use for their projects. Agile projects gain more precise estimates based on
corporate data. When compared to national data, private businesses profit from a limited
amount of internal project data [132]. As the company implements more productive and
agile gradual growth methods, like XP, further reports are suggested on projects that apply
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the technique. Current studies show relatively better effort management in XP projects, as
demonstrated by low MMRE, despite retaining the same productivity [137].
Because organizations are continuously changing, Adaptive-project-control systems
will be needed. New KPIs to be used or deleted, changing expert evaluation rules, are
commonly known scenarios among project managers. PMIS needs to handle that kind of
situation. Establish well-defined automated processes between high management levels of
the organization and the PMIS internal settings, promising new relationship features in the
way on which these two entities communicate between them [138].
Regarding the assessment and prediction of software quality in large software organizations, the general background for using ML methods in large computing enterprises
is for the evaluation and estimation of product quality. The various product indicators
can be used in the creation of the software quality model using ISO 15939 to measure and
forecast the output of the software as well as to satisfy the quality information criteria
of these organizations. The usefulness of ML methods is even documented for such an
evaluation. In ISO 9126 [139], quality is defined as “the completeness of the features and
features of a software product that is capable of satisfying stated or implied needs. In ISO
25000 [140], the capacity of software products to fulfil specified, indicated specifications
under some circumstances” is the consistency approach adopted. To identify and allocate
resources where most of the software is necessary to assess software quality early on in the
development process [141].
4.3. Recommendations
This section presents some recommendations for solving the issues and challenges in
the SPM assessment used in the ML technique (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Categories of Recommendations for Using Software Project Assessment.

4.3.1. Recommendations for Software Effort Estimation
Measuring software participation is essential for successful software programs. Precise
computing effort estimates are necessary if the preparation and spending of the project
are to be proper if a specific budget is to be sought in software businesses. Overestimated
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business gains can be missed, owing to price changes. On the other side, underestimation
will overwhelm schedule and expenditure, costing the business a ton of capital. Becayse
the expense of the effort reflects the high cost, the literature, instead, utilizes software effort
calculation and software cost calculation terminology that refers to the approximate value.
RQ4. What are the prediction metrics and their current level of accuracy evidenced by
different estimation techniques?
The Hybrid Model, for a long time, the estimation of completion of program activities,
is an essential field of study. Therefore, we wanted several well-performing independent
models to improve the precision and reliability of the prediction effects. A hybrid prototype includes three separate sets of attributes: (1) one is a text-based attribute known as
summing; (2) one includes text-based attributes known as a definition; and, (3) and that
has a variety of metadata-based characteristics. In comparison to previous model models
in [137], the model is also suitable for a more extensive number of tasks, as it is not limited
to just one kind of data source that is not always available. This segment concentrated on
estimating the completion of activities, but further research is required to explore whether
the same hybrid strategies extend to completion time estimation models.
Data Homogeneity the homogeneity of application domain cost results. This question
was not previously discussed in the literature on machine estimates. Investigate the impact
of the prediction success training data scale, and a vital topic that is explored in another
research. The studies carried out to address this problem have yet to confirm that this is an
unanswered issue due to differences in data quality and prediction algorithms. However,
the latest experimental findings will direct project managers to determine how much data
are necessary to train the algorithm [109]. Take advantage of different ML methods to
measure program costs and analyze performance. It may also encourage and direct other
researchers to perform work in this area. The potential work approach could aim for
domain-specific attributes, such that the attributes’ data quality becomes better and that
their prediction output increases. That may have been achieved by the data analysis in the
embedded device domain.
Use the Case Point method Treeboost model, centred on the three independent variables software scale, efficiency, and sophistication, foreshadows software commitment. The
Treeboost model suggested forecasting program action based on the use case point process.
The Treeboost model was used. Software size, productivity, and complexity include the
inputs for the model. A multi-linear regression model was created, and the Treeboost model
was evaluated using four performance criteria: MMRE, PRED, MdMRE, and MSE against
the multi-linear regression model and the case point model. The Treeboost patternwas
used for program effort with a positive performance [22]. The findings are positive and
they will boost the accurate measurement of early tension.
Clustering Methods have a range of possible avenues. Additional clustering methods,
simple students, project input properties, clustering functionalities, parameter values, and
(automated) tuning protocols may be addressed as well as recommendations of a more
organized update mechanism for CC projects [142,143]. Dycom extended the use of clustering approaches in the creation of the CC subsets. There are three methods of clustering,
i.e., the hierarchy of clusters, K-means, and the maximization of preferences [144–146]. The
Dycom Clustering is identical to the original Dycom, which is based on four CC sub-sets
of four different sizes SEE tables. The research contains a toilet layout, for example. The
K-mean clustering Dycom assists in separating CC programs, with the delivery being
equal to Dycom or having better predictive efficacy. However, the number of CC subsets
also needs predefinition, and a wrong choice may have a negative effect on the predictive
results.
Using Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) Technology, such factors inspire one to suggest
an interactive CBR for addressing the needs of managers. The method seeks to promote
the comprehension of the cost estimate mechanism and provide managers with sufficient
knowledge. The CBR cycle is simple to grasp, because it simulates the storing and retrieving
of information in human memory. Managers can better understand how the calculation was
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rendering with the measures that they have taken. The ANGEL method was outperformed
by the CBR-C strategy [147]. The principal explanation for this is that the current CBRC approach has an indexing function that fairly declines the prediction error. The CBR
method is to overcome current issues by addressing related problems in the past. The
estimation of CBR commitment is detailed. The basic rules of CBR are as follows. The most
comparable past projects are selected to estimate how the expense of the current project
can utilize comparison metrics [143]. 1. Is there a form of function weighting algorithm for
evaluating casual reasoning effort that enhances the current function-selection methods?
2. How much does the data set rely on these results? 3. Can the accuracy of data sets be
measured by seeking ways of demonstrating that our findings are accurate or free from the
noise? 4. What to describe weight check phase size with characteristics of a dataset?
The Use Case Points (UCP), due to their profit having an approximation at the initial
phases of product growth, is used. Before training models on the data collection, the
pre-processing standardization strategy implemented. The estimation performance of the
RF, MLP, and SVM models was assessed [148]. The UCP metric was used to measure
commitment using universal modelling language (UML) case diagrams. . The UCP allows
for predicting the program in the early stages of the design process. The uniform scale,
efficiency, and difficulty values are the critical inputs for all models to forecast the last
attempt. The RF technology and the input parameter were used as the previous reference
for the simulation of the RF for effort prediction [149]. The research can expand by adding
certain ML types, such as tree boost types, such as XBoost, etc.
4.3.2. Recommendations for Expert Based Measures
The expert’s knowledge, expertise, experience, and intuition are based on the knowhow of project groups in 10 fields, like prices, time, distance, productivity, and resources
management (often contributes to over-optimistic estimates). This represents the compilation of processes, policies, and practices that create and gather the knowledge that is needed
to execute a project. Two layers of knowledge—micro and macro—were established.
They identified expert stakeholders and the methodology that was used to assess
stakeholder inputs and identified market topics that build profiles to reflect stakeholder
involvement in each subject. Subsequently, considering the fundamental contributing factors of the particular stakeholders, often examine solutions in a broader range of initiatives
rather than viewing each contributed equally. The defined approaches in [150] are focused
almost entirely on the contents of the objects allocated to each topic. In certain instances,
random word use requires the distribution of small series values for conceptually similar
subjects. Shipping and monitoring subjects, for example, were not related, even though
technically connected. Cooperation filtering techniques can mitigate this problem by constructing the communities of similar stakeholders to determine whether the stakeholder
will inform of the targeted issues.
In the software process model recommendation method, project managers are advised
to use the best software cycle model for the current project based on existing data science
proof at an early point in the implementation process. In the project management approach,
the framework challenges the community with the recommendation for the protocol structure. Secondly, it analyzes differences in alternate classification and selection algorithms,
being accompanied by a proposal model comprising historic software creation figures to
estimate a modern software project process model with only some details [151]. The use
of this form of information entirely: (1) assists the project managers in selecting the right
software system for the current project at a sharp point in the creation phase; (2) evaluates
the reciprocal effect between phase models and various forms of factor project, to allow the
project managers to decide the most suitable process model; and, (3) uses the best approach.
An automated recommendation framework focused on the ML software process model is
used to enable project management to decide, according to historical software engineering
results, which software process model is better fitting in the early development phase for a
new project [152].
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The architecture of personalized recommendations offers an interface that helps data
research teams to effectively engage in ML initiatives. The output gives millions of applicants’ custom feedback, answers queries in less than one second, and brings new knowledge. Therefore, it runs on Antelope’s open-source implementation, integrating the idea
of case history, a flexible information engineering platform. It may also use a range of
ML tools along with technology, which is developed here and that can allow for deeper
integrations, even some that only have an interface with traditional data management
systems [153].
4.3.3. Recommendations for Management Software Process
Agile strives to minimize the thin consistency impact by first generating the most
important features. In comparison, architecture projects in larger project environments
also face output problems provided overall system specifications that are perceived to
be fair. This could apply to agile societies that clash with non-agile crops that trigger
conflict between agile and non-agile levels [154]. Trends may better identify a disagreement
to provide a short-term remedy with short-term improvements and a long-term value
conflict-resolving plan when following the Agile approach. Different cultures are now
converging and interacting, and other religious systems intersect. This can include tax,
technological, functional, corporate, or communicative relations [155].
Value-Based Conflicts of Agile Software Agile systems are autonomous. It exists in the
literature that an organization is a critical factor in the development of agility. The literature
indicates very little support in doing what should be achieved if an agile project does not
impact or modify its project environment. No guidance is provided as to which disputes
and interferences may be monitored and managed. This approach incorporates agile
product development, value-based conflicts, and institutional initiatives by [113], which
recognize problems and solutions. My experience is that of an Agile software development
team that functions in a non-project atmosphere and may not have a significant effect
and/or modification. The ideals of people and institutions are part of the environment and,
therefore, agile concepts must be evaluated.
The automated estimation method Agile efficiently applies the automatic card estimation method to historical predicted human data with the latest ML algorithms [31]. The
“Auto Estimate” approach boosts the most popular form of manual poker preparation in
agile environments [154]. Self-estimation utilizes story card features in an agile environment: (a) maximize the precision of estimation by reducing the effect of wrong estimates;
(b) show that auto estimation increases poker preparation in the latter part of the project;
and, (c) determine the value of writing properly designed story cards.
Project control through computational intelligence methods is linked to numeric and
linguistic data management, calculation error noise, human appreciation, and ambiguous
decision-making principles. It also explores new ways and technical instruments for the
administration of ventures and open access applications in recent decades for computer
intelligence. There is also an overview of emerging patterns and places to develop, evaluating niche sectors of strong thematic applicability [25]. The input refers to the projected
need to establish modern project control models and IT resources that involve ML-based
frameworks and information imprecision care, vagueness, or ambiguity by the main measures of success that is linked to the entire fields of knowledge. The introduction of modern
learning assessment libraries and open-source development frameworks for project management opens up an area of study that is relevant to the technical convergence of IT
resources [156,157].
Strategic Release Planning (SRP): a critical step in the growth of iterative software. SRP
includes a delivery, like compounding, soft controls, including time, resources, price, or
money, of release characteristics or requirements. The SRP-Plugin reveals that applications
used with the common application help to improve the productivity of the development
process [121]. The plugin boasts a rich visual space ecosystem with advanced release
preparation capabilities, enhancing the capacity to prepare for launches, increase viability,
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and boost collaboration amongst project stakeholders. With a robust, detailed, and organized approach and the ability of Release Planner to produce complex release schemes,
SRP-Plugin enhances the Visual Lab. However, the preparation of release schedules is
just the first phase in complicating ideas that offer broader guidance for strategic release
planning decisions.
4.3.4. Recommendations for Risk Prediction
Risk management is necessary if software-related projects are to improve their efficiency independent of their field of business. Consumer expectations are still not addressed
in proven systems subject to rigorous monitoring [158]. Determination of risks to the initiative is a critical consideration in the assessment of project success or regression. Nearly
every organization utilizes sophisticated instruments to classify, minimize, and remove
damage altogether.
Intelligent risk prediction model: will a high-risk initiative be detected in time?
However, the current models are primarily focused on the premise that all costs of error
classification are equivalent and that the probability estimation is in the software project.
The expense for forecasting a failed project as a project that is likely to achieve success
is different from predicting a project that is likely to succeed as a failed project. To the
best of our understanding, while it is commonly utilized in several areas [159], the costsensitive learning approach is still not applied in the context of outsourcing software
project risk management. In the study area of the software project risk prediction model,
there are two major research holes. Firstly, risk prediction models that are unique to an
outsourced software project are seldom explored. Second, even though software project
risk prediction studies are comprehensive, no researchers have applied cost-sense-sensitive
learning methods on software project risk prediction.
The Agile-based software management for the bulk of the project’s performance was
productive in recent times. Time-related threats, which impact the release of deliverables,
represent schedule-based threats. This is because the finances, the unreliable forecasts of
the time, and the positive actions of the project manager are not appropriately distributed.
Budget threats reflect financial hazards that may occur from funds swarming. Such factors
may be attributed to unintended project reach extension, low usage of existing outlets, and
poor management [160].
Operational danger forms are associated with regular project procedures. Wrong
procedures, inadequate planning, and team strength are the reasons for these threats.
Discuss the value of agile methods and the application of modern frameworks in risk
control by adequate resources. In the future, that would enable the team to determine the
effects of the threats by evaluating the risk parameters. There is also a strong probability of
sound output if such criteria are used. The predictive risk models: a 50% estimate of the
software venture delays variant decreases the number of prompts for the ’keyword’ scan.
The accuracy of the received Bayesian models is measured and contrasted using several
classification scales. An optimized network architecture for the tree illustrates successful
experimental performance for all data sets. The relationship between the obtained variables,
also specified by necessity engineers, to determine the danger level in a situation. Bayesian
networks are essential methods in necessity engineering for risk management automation.
Risk management in software development aims to detect, measure, prepare, and react to
potential risks to avoid their influence on the software project.
The software project risk assessment is based on Credal network, a modern method
introduced to assess the vulnerability of a project program focused on a credal network. It
will contend with experts’ contradictory views and their differences by using a credal set
to measure the impacts of risk factors [116].
The credal network inference conducted risk prediction and risk diagnosis. The case
results indicate that the method principle is correct and that the software project evaluation
is well predicted. Threats are modelling aims to predict the risks and implications of
hazards and to define the main risk factors that promote a risk strategy and risk manage-
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ment. However, a long development period, high product sophistication, and tremendous
method instability render it impossible to forecast and evaluate the danger of the software
project. The current software project risk assessment philosophy often analyzes risks, when
considering the features of software systems and information development methods, from
general project management.
4.3.5. Recommendations for Software Fault Prediction Models
The prediction of software development effort and duration is the critical task for
active SPM. The accuracy and reliability of prediction mechanisms are also important.
Several ML algorithms were used to predict the software duration.
Prediction based approaches require a forecast feature that forecasts the potential
project commitment and period according to current/past data of the project. Nonetheless, numerous ML algorithms are often not evaluated despite the vast number of ML
algorithms. For the construct machine model, based on several project details, various
ML algorithms are used [161]. The ML model was dubbed the global neural regression
network (GRNN) to forecast tech professionals’ efficiency. GRNN could be utilized for a
prediction of practitioners’ ’productivity for new and modified lines of code, codes, and
programmers’. Experiences as independent variables predictive accuracy of GRNN used
better than statistical regression when the two models are used to predict the productivity
of individually devoted software practitioners.
Prediction using efficient data mining techniques for this portion of analysis measures
the success/failure of projects with a phase-by-phase calculation, instead of the regular
assessment style of the whole project aspect. The data-mining method is used to cascade
clustering and grouping methods by gathering data from various initiatives through several
computing sectors. They also suggested that the project completion was increasing and that
the failed project be successful. To foresee the severity of a program error, Nagwani and
Bhansali introduced a modern GUI model [162]. The clustering approach was used to build
a software bug repository severity cluster with a problem fixing length. The suggested
model is applied using the open-source code, which is often provided by MySql’s open
software issue repository [163].
The classification model for predicting cost slippage using data mining techniques
uses the budget and schedule for the initial planning of an ICT project, and then forecasts a
cost slip in the project category. There are three categories of fall that are deemed natural,
of medium slip, and high fall, which require action [115,164]. The goal is to explain how
a classification model is built using data mining techniques to forecast cost losses. The
proposed model uses the input (for example, the initial budget and schedule) of a limited
number of project parameters and divides a project into one of three categories (regular,
medium, and large).
The pattern discovery technique is to implement an experiment in computational
biology with a pattern discovery strategy effectively implemented. The technology exposes
habits of relationship that are inherited from the records, enabling business practitioners to
obtain meaningful knowledge and improve trust in decision-making. Statistically relevant
trends with good grade results were generated for the data sets tested [165]. It also
shows the effects on the results of numerous budgetary techniques. The first research uses
the unique patterns mining methodology for faulty software identification in software
engineering. The findings have shown the ability for such a strategy to offer positive
ranking performance and helpful knowledge for decision-makers.
Defect prediction models creating software project prediction models is valuable for
raising the effort to detect defects the development of a model of defect prediction for a large
industrial software enterprise. The system and method measurements for model creation
illustrate that, even though four percent of the program is flawed, the goal is to incorporate
a malfunctioning factor into a massive program project’s continuous development process
and reduce the evaluation initiative. A study of experience offers the latest strategy [166].
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The model provides a highly reliable fault prediction for a four percent faulty program.
The model utilizes the RF, which is more reliable than NB, Logistic Regression, and DT.
Failure prediction models using classification algorithms of a framework implemented
using ML-classification algorithms automatically construct failure prediction models and
compare the performance of the different techniques for the Firefox and Netbeans projects.
The calculation is based on a cost–benefit model to determine the importance of additional
initial research. The importance of further early-stage research in this model was based on
its probability performance in avoiding failures on the relative cost of faults that are related
to its costs [167]. The rational projections of the two numerical forecast parameters give
better utility for some fault forms and programs than a collection of baselines. That indicates
that automatic failure prediction may be a beneficial solution to guidance requirements
development activities in online environments during the elicitation of online requirements.
Cross-Project Defect Prediction (CPDP) is the research area in which data from other
programs can be used by a software project with inadequate local data to construct fault
predictors. The cross-project details must carefully screen to help CPDP before local implementation. Several specific CPDP efficiency enhancement filters have been developed and
introduced by researchers [168]. However, the data filter technique, in general, and especially in CPDP, is still uncertain. It demonstrates that the data filter technique dramatically
increases the efficiency of cross-project fault forecasting and that the hierarchical chosen
filter is even more vital. Additionally, the defect predictor dependent on cross-project data
may bypass the predictor trained using internal project data by utilizing the correct data
filter technique. In reality, CPDP is required, because it uses labelled source/project data to
construct a model and predict a fault for a target project [84].
RQ5. Which machine learning algorithm tends to overestimate and which tends
to underestimate?
Software fault prediction Based Accuracy: the early prediction of faults in software
by applying a specific prediction technique may minimize the cost and effort. Different
ML techniques have been used for fault prediction, and they are proven to be helpful.
Table 2 consolidates the prediction accuracy that was reported by primary studies. It is
encouraging to note that, of the 111 preliminary studies covered by the SLRs, nearly 22
report model accuracy. SVR and KNN are the most widely used metric, with nearly 95% of
the studies reporting their accuracy. There is relatively more evidence on better accuracy
when data are segregated across different homogeneous groups based on organization
type or industry type, rather than confining to a single company dataset. Stratification
has improved the accuracy of effort estimates. We have compared the estimated result
in varying software among algorithms. These algorithms can be used in the early stages
of the software life cycle and they can help SPM to conduct effort estimation efficiently
before starting the project. It avoids task overestimation and underestimation, among other
benefits. Software size, productivity, complexity, and requirement stability are the input
factors of these models.
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Table 2. Software fault prediction Based Accuracy.
Ref

[73]

Type of ML

kNN

Datasets

Model

IBM commercial projects
called RQM and RTC

Hybrid model uses three
independent attribute sets (1)
early metadata based
attributes, (2) title and (3)
description of software tasks

Achieve
Prediction

Advantages

Limitation

Accuracy 88%

Automatic effort estimation to a
larger number of tasks

Datasets of this study did not have
historical snapshots to make sure that the
final value of included attributes for all
tasks are equal to their value before they
were assigned to a developer
Investigation of Dycom’s sensitivity to
parameter values, base learners, input
features and techniques for splitting CC
projects into different sections

[48]

Logistic linear
regression

KitchenMax CocNasaCoc81
ISBSG2000 ISBSG2001 ISBSG

DYCOM

Accuracy 66%

Made best use of CC data, so that
can reduce the amount of WC
data while maintaining or
improving performance in
comparison to WC SEE models

[72]

Naïve Bayes

Data sets University Student
Projects developed in 2005)
(USP05-FT) and USP05-RQ

Software Effort Estimation

Accuracy 87%

Based upon ML techniques for
non-quantitative data and is
carried out in two phases

Efficiency of other ML techniques such as
SVM, Decision Tree learning etc. can be
used for effort estimation

Accuracy 92%

Investigate to what extent
parameter settings affect the
performance of ML in SEE, and
what learning machines are more
sensitive to their parameters

Investigation of other learning machines
and data sets; other types of effect size, in
particular non-parametric ones; and other
window sizes for the evaluation of the
online learning procedure

Accuracy 95%

Conduct a comparison between
soft computing and statistical
regression techniques in terms of
a software development
estimation regression problem

The need of more future research work to
evaluate the efficiency of soft computing
techniques compared to the popular
statistical regression methods, especially in
the context of software effort estimation

Accuracy 95%

Examined the effect of
classification in estimating the
amount of effort required in
software development projects

Implemented a model to estimate the final
amount of effort required in new projects,
to estimate the partial effort at various
stages in the project development process

Accuracy 97%

Addresses the issue of Software
cost estimation proposing an
alternative approach that
combines robust decision tree
structures with fuzzy logic

Investigate a wider pool of type of
attributes, such as categorical attributes,
and concentrate mostly on those that are
available at the early project development
phases, to address the issue of proposing
better and more practical cost models

[47]

[60]

[81]

[37]

K-NN

SVR

ANN

Fuzzy logic

PROMISE Repository

NASA93 dataset

NASA 93

ISBSG, COCOMO and
DESHARNAIS datasets

Software effort estimation

Software Effort Estimation

Experiments Models

HYBRID Models
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Table 2. Cont.
Ref

[109]

[107]

[89]

[46]

Type of ML

Datasets

SVR

International Software
Benchmarking Standards
Group (ISBSG) repository

KNN

KEMERER, MAXWELL,
MIYAZAKI 1, NASA 60,
NASA 63, NASA93

SVR

ISBSG dataset

Decision tree

Kemerer Bank Test equipment
DSI Moser, Desharnais
Finnish, ISBSG CCCS,
Company X

[92] Neural networks

Historical data

Model

Data homogeneity

Software Cost Estimation
(SCE) models

Software project estimation

Software effort prediction

I-Competere

Achieve
Prediction

Advantages

Limitation

Accuracy 98%

Investigate the homogeneity of
cost data in terms of application
domains, and to focus on the
embedded domain

Data collection process in embedded
systems domain may focus on searching for
domain specific attributes, so that the
information content of the attributes
becomes richer and as a result prediction
performance of the algorithm improves

Accuracy 91%

Model-based methods use a single
formula and constant values, and
these methods are not responsive
to the increasing developments in
the field of software engineering

Has not a good performance compared to
the comparative algorithms, and its reason
can be the lack of consistent data

Accuracy 72%

Narrow the gap between
up-to-date research results and
implementations within
organisations by proposing
effective and practical ML
deployment and maintenance
approaches by utilization of
research findings and industry
best practices

Focused on verifying the proposed
approach through proof-of concept with
different organisations to validate the
model’s accuracy and adjust the
deployment and maintenance framework

Accuracy 92%

Improving software effort
prediction accuracy by generating
the ensemble using two
imputation methods as elements

In terms of the training parameters and the
combination rules that can be employed.
Second, empirical studies of the application
of MIAMI to datasets from other areas of
data mining should be undertaken to assess
its performance across a more general field

Accuracy 93%

Presented a tool developed to
forecast competence gaps in key
management personnel by
predicting planning and
scheduling competence levels

Centered on the inclusion of other types of
projects in order to prove that the proposed
framework can be adapted when predicting
competency gaps in different projects
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Table 2. Cont.
Ref

Type of ML

Datasets

Model

Software development effort
estimation

Achieve
Prediction

Advantages

Limitation

Accuracy 97%

Investigated in conjunction with
feature transformation, feature
selection, and parameter tuning
techniques to estimate the
development effort accurately and
a model was proposed as part of
an expert system

Suggested model will be used on new
datasets they become available for
experiments and our analysis

Include more datasets from the same
domain and by applying other machine
algorithms by comparing their results

[94]

ANN

ISBSG datasets

[166]

Logistic linear
regression

Cross-Project Software Fault
Prediction Using
Data-Leveraging Technique to
Improve Software Quality

Source + target

Accuracy 95%

Building a predictive model using
instant-based transfer learning
through the data
leveraging method

Real data

Defect Prediction

Accuracy 90%

Building a defect prediction
model for a large industrial
software project

Implement model as an online algorithm,
which learns with each release

Accuracy 95%

Analyze the benefits of techniques
which incorporate
misclassification costs in the
development of software fault
prediction models

Indicate that in projects where the exact
misclassification cost is unknown, a likely
scenario in practice, cost sensitive models
with similar misclassification cost ratios are
likely to exhibit performance which is not
significantly different

Accuracy 64%

Employing an evolutionary
algorithm to generate a decision
tree tailored to a software effort
data set provided by a large
worldwide IT company

Determine its effectiveness in estimating
other important software metrics, in private
and public software development data sets

Accuracy 98%

To validate the source code
metrics and select the right set of
metrics with the objective to
improve the performance of the
fault prediction model

Reduced feature attributes using
proposed framework

[101] Random Forest

[55]

[108]

[83]

Random forest

Decision tree

ANN

13 data sets

Company effort data set

Experiments on 45 open
source project dataset

Misclassification cost-sensitive

Evolutionary-based
Decision Trees

Fault prediction model
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Table 2. Cont.
Ref

[42]

[86]

[77]

Type of ML

KNN

SVM

Random Forest

Datasets

Several dataset

Quanxi Mi data set

NASA namely CM1, PC1
and JM1

Model

EBMFO

Defect management (DM)

Software Effort Estimation

Achieve
Prediction

Advantages

Limitation

Accuracy 89%

Enhanced Binary Moth Flame
Optimization (EBMFO) with
Adaptive synthetic sampling
(ADASYN) to predict
software faults

Study the importance of features to
enhance the performance of classifiers and
SFP model accuracy

Accuracy 97%

Focused on the procedure aspect
of software processes, and
formulate the problem as a
sequence classification task, which
is solved by applying ML

Investigated extra aspects of software
processes and other ML techniques to
develop more advanced solutions

Accuracy 99%

Investigate the apt choice of data
mining techniques in order to
accurately estimate the success
and failure rate of projects based
on defect as one of the
modulating factors

Process of project estimations and
henceforth improves the quality,
productivity and sustainability of the
company in the industrial atmosphere
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5. Conclusions
The literary analysis concluded that extensive study in software project management
on ML methods was done. The spread of jobs over the years has been continuous. ANN,
Fuzzy Logic, Genetic, and Regression Algorithms are the critical ML methods of automatic
effort estimation. The precise calculation of effort is one of the leading software development practices. The software was specifically influenced by time and difficulty. Basic
themes may be drawn from various ML works in software project management. These
ventures are classified into roughly four groups: the first group involves reviews and
surveys related to software project management; the second group covers papers that focus
on case studies of software project management methods; the third category comprises
of experimental publications that have been used in the management of ML, a type of
structure or architectural model; and, the final group of the research contribution study is
an analysis of a project, form of a structure, or architectural model. An in-depth review of
these articles would help the software project management to review the ML approaches to
define and explain the threats, advantages, and recommendations. However, because of the
massive amount of ML algorithms, various machine study algorithms remain unanalyzed.
The reasons for using automated SPM, the problems of project preparation assessment, and
ML engineering technologies are then investigated based on literature findings. Although
the literature on SPM explains the performance of projects and loss, there is a lengthy
tradition of disagreements over whether project progress should be calculated. There
are conflicts of opinion regarding what reflects the development of a project and how it
is estimated; these guidelines will resolve the problems facing a software project in ML
methods and open up work possibilities in this sector. Research has still to explore the
estimation of effort based on ML approaches that focus on risk assessment. Another factor
is using standard filtering methods to minimize the problem by creating districts with
the same stakeholders and predicting whether a stakeholder is aware of the issue. This
literature review provided preliminary answers to essential questions on Software Project
Management Estimation that is based on ML.
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